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ECG VP S3010
Floor vacuum cleaner
Product code: 100000902822
EAN: 8592131307872









For perfect vacuuming of any surface

Highly efficient 700 W motor

Bag volume: 3 l

HEPA filter class: 11

 Floor bag vacuum cleaner with
HEPA filter

 Bag volume 3 l

 Bag full indicator

 1 washable cloth bag

 Highly efficient 700 W motor

 Power regulation

 Bag type: KOMA ECG VP 3163 S,
SWIRL Y12

 Output foam anti-static suction
dust filter

 Motor filter: HEPA filter class 11

 Automatic cable rewind

 2 parking positions

 Action reach: 7,5 m

 Power cable length: 5 m (green
color)

 Automatic rewind

 Metal telescopic tube: 54–92 cm

 Diameter of the floor nozzle 32
mm

 Accessories:

- universal floor nozzle with pull-out brush

- nozzle with brushes for hard floors

- mini PET turbo brush

- 2in1 combined tapered nozzle and dust

brush

 Rubber wheels for easy moving

 Overheat protection

 Suction power >18 kPa (
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Technical specification

Nominal power
input (W) 700

Maximal power
input (W) 700

Voltage/Frequency 220-240 ~ 50-60

Power supply Cord

Power cord length
(m) 5

Noise level (dB) <75

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Nozzle type
telescopic/stainless

steel

Radius 7,5

HEPA filter Yes

Dust bag or dust
container volume
(l) 3

Power regulation Yes

Full dust bag
indicator Yes

Suction power (W) A

Design

Colour White/Black

Material Plastic

Accessories

Hard floors nozzle Yes

Floor brush Yes

Turbo brush Yes
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Vacuum cleaner for easy cleaning
The ECG VP S3010 floor vacuum cleaner is an excellent helper for everyday house cleaning. In
addition, its handling is made as easy as possible by the plastic rubber wheels and its low weight.
Sufficient freedom of movement during vacuuming is provided by a 5m power cable. The resulting
action radius of the vacuum cleaner is a good 7.5 m, so you don't have to stay close to the outlet.
You can easily clean a larger room with the vacuum cleaner.

Get rid of all the dirt
The above-standard suction power of the vacuum cleaner reaches up to 180 W and thus gets rid of
all dirt, including hair from your pets. In combination with the supplied accessories like the mini
PET turbo brush designed for pet hair, the house cleaning will be very effective. Naturally, there
is the option of power regulation, which you can set according to your need, the vacuumed surface
or the amount of dirt. A high-quality HEPA filter of class 11 will effectively take care of the dirt that comes out of the
vacuum cleaner during vacuuming.  

You can easily rewind the power cable after you finish cleaning thanks to the automatic rewind system. You can use
one of the two parking positions when storing the vacuum cleaner.

Accessories for any occasion
The vacuum cleaner includes a washable cloth bag of 3 l capacity. That means that you do not have to empty or
replace the bag after each vacuuming, it will last you quite a long time. You can safely forget regular checking,
because the vacuum cleaner is equipped with a bag full indicator. Compatible bags for this model are Koma ECG VP
3163S and SWIRL Y12.  

In addition to the ECG VP S3010 vacuum cleaner itself and the telescopic tube adjustable to 54–92 cm you can find
included other practical accessories. There is also a floor nozzle with a pull-out brush, hardwood floor nozzle with
plastic brush insert(PP) or 2v1 combined tapered nozzle and a dust brush. Pet owners will certainly welcome the mini
PET turbo brush.
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